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“Tucson Perspectives” 
  

Author, Scott Butcher invites you to experience Tucson like never before...view distinctive architecture - 
early Spanish-influenced buildings to twentieth century Modernism.  Visit the Santa Catalina, Rincon, 
Tucson, Santa Rita, and Tortolita Mountains and tour one of the country's oldest continually-inhabited 

communities.   
  

  Atglen P.A. — Tucson, Arizona, is home to a diverse population that lives in tandem with the 
environment. It’s also where the high Sonoran Desert gives way to towering sky islands to create one of 
the most picturesque settings to ever host a major metropolitan era. With 117 eye-catching photos, this 
historic city comes to life. Tour Barrio Viejo, Tucson’s oldest neighborhood, and visit the La Pilita 
Museum, Fox Tucson Theatre, and Hotel Congress - where the infamous John Dillinger stayed. See the 
historic Mission San Xavier del Bac and the popular Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum while taking in the 
breathtaking landscape, including Mount Lemmon, that has captivated both residents and tourists for 
centuries. A great keepsake that you’ll enjoy viewing again and again. 
 Scott D. Butcher is a writer and photographer living in York, Pennsylvania. He is the author and 
photographer of Tombstone:  Relive the Gunfight at the OK Corral, Gettysburg Perspectives, Lancaster 
County Reflections, Delaware Reflections, and York:  America's Crossroads, all available from Schiffer 
Publishing.  He is also author of York's Historic Architecture, Postcard History Series:  York, and Civil 
War Walking Tour of York, PA.   

Scott’s book sells for $9.99 and can be purchased through the publisher at www.schifferbooks.com 
or your local bookseller, as well as, numerous online retailers. 

Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. is based in Atglen, PA on the Schiffer Book Farm.  The company is 
known for publishing high quality Antique, Arts, Architecture, Lifestyle, and Military History books, as 
well as a successful line of children and ghost books.    Schiffer Publishing is always looking for people to write 
books on new and related subjects. If you have an idea for a book please contact them at info@schifferbooks.com.  
Schiffer books are available at special discounts for bulk purchases for sales promotions or premiums.  
Special editions, including personalized covers, corporate imprints, and excerpts can be created in large 
quantities for special needs.  
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